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Unnia 4-Leg

DESIGN SIMON PENGELLY

INCLASS, SPAIN

The Unnia collection is a versatile and extensive range of chairs with a unique mix and

match concept. Sleek lines, conceptual purity and a timeless spirit, are the hallmarks of

this original collection. The design enables the combination of different finishes and

colours to the seats, backrests and frames allowing endless possibilities. In addition, the

collection offers chairs with a range of bases and frames that increase the potential for

customisation and allow for a broad spectrum of use in all kinds of spaces, settings and

decorative styles.

The Unnia 4 Leg and sled base chair are stackable up to 10 chairs on the floor or 20 chairs

on a trolley. Accessories include a stacking trolley, writing tablet, linking mechanism and

the option of nylon or felt glides to suit customer floor types.

The Unnia family includes the following base options; 4 Leg (metal and timber), Sled, 4-

Way Swivel, 4-Way Pedestal and 5-Way Swivel chair on castors. All chairs are available with

or without arms, and in selected house colours or finishes. Also available to complement

the range are the Unnia Soft lounge chairs available with both sled and swivel bases.

PRICING

$390 — $1580 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

UNE EN 13761

AIDIMA Quality Control Label

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 14.001:2004

Product Stewardship Programme
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DIMENSIONS

UNN0010 (Polypropylene)

UNN0610 (Upholstered)

W 550 D 510 H 805 | SH 460 (mm)

UNN0050 (Polypropylene/Arms)

UNN0650 (Upholstered/Arms)

UNN0310 (Upholstered/Upholstered Arms)

W 580 D 510 H 805 | SH 460 AH 655 (mm)

MATERIALS

Seat and Backrest: Polypropylene reinforced with fibreglass

Upholstery: Shell covered with 15mm thick high density, high resilience CMHR polyurethane FR foam, seat only or fully upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Base: 16mm steel tube, to selected house finish

Optional Arms: Base: 16mm steel tube, to selected house finish

Glides: Standard plastic glides or felt glides for timber floors

COLLECTION

Unnia 4-Leg

STACKING CHAIR

INCLASS

Unnia 4-Way Swivel

MEETING CHAIR

INCLASS

Unnia 5-Way Castor

TASK CHAIR

INCLASS

Unnia Sled

STACKING CHAIR

INCLASS

Unnia Sled

STOOL

INCLASS

Unnia Timber Trestle

CHAIR

INCLASS
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